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FI.UWABOUT OPEN-NOSED BODIES
SYMMEmIc
OBT-
BY WE OF STREAM FUNCTION
By Franklin Moore
suMwiRY
The use uf Stokes’ stream function for axially sycmnetricprob-
lems in linearized supersonic flow is discussed. The computation
of streamlines away from the body is shown to be facilitated by
solving the stream-function problem rather than the yotential prob-
lem. Use is made of the stream function throughout this report.
Half-Tower supersonic source distributions along the ~is of
synmetry are shuwn to provide streamlines that, at finite distanoes
from the axis, turn a sharp corner at the Mach cone and are regular
downstream of the Mach cone. Distributions of this t~e are used
to provide the following procedures for open-nosed bdies of revo- .
lution at zero lift:
1. A numerical method for the computation of pressures along
the bdy: The methcd, for which a shnple example is given, is
espeotal~ easy to apply on the forward part of the body.
2. Linearized fomnulas for the variation of strength and angle
of the attachd
from the axis.
bow shock wave as functions of radial distance -
INTRODUCTION
In the design of a supersonic aircraft, the aerodynamics of
an o~en-nosed component (for example, a ram-jet-engine housing)
must often be described. In the analytical trea~nt of this type
of problem, the determination of the flow about slender. open-nosed
bcdies
A
bution
of revolution at zero yaw may frequently be of v&lu~.
Stanati method
associatd with
for oomputing the external pressure distri-
this type of flow is the numerical procedure
. —.
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described in reference 1, wherein a supersonic source distribtiion
on the axis of symmtry is used to distort the free stream in such
a wqy that one of the resulting stream surfaces apprcmimately re~e -
sents the W& sznface. A source distribtiion automatically meets
two requirements of the problem: .
1. The flow prcduced satisfies the line=fzed equations of
motion of a compressiblefluid.
2. F1OW disturbances are limited to the region bounded by the
outer surface of the body and the leading Mach wave proceeding out-
ward and downstream from the lipj provided the source distribution
is considered zero uptream of the apex of the Mach cone of which
the leading Msch wave is a frustum.
A particular source distribution must be selected to provide
a stream surface coincidenttith the bdyj to the first apprazi-
mation in body slope. In the case of slender pointed bodies af
revolution (reference2), a simple relation exists between the
source strength distribution and the slope of the body to be repre-
sented. The @tence of this relation is due to the nearness of
the body surface to the axis; the streamline slope at a point near
the exis is a consequence only of the local value of the 8ource-
distrilmtion function, to the first approximation.
When the bcdy has an open nose, no such simplificationmay be
considered to apply to its forward portion. The source distribution
is then detemined by an integral equation, which must be numeri-
cally solved} inasmuch SE no closed solution seems available.
If the boundary condition on streamline slope at the body sur-
face is applied on a mean cylinder, this integral equation may, in
@nci@e, be solved by operationalmethods, yielding solutions
equivalent to those obtained for ‘quasi-cylhlrical ducts” by
Lighthill, whose work is s~ized M etiendeilin reference 3.
The solutions appearing in reference 3 are given in integral form$
and must he evaluated by numerical.quadrature at each point where
the pressure is to be determined. The accuracy of these results
till suffer, in certain cases, from the application of boundary
conditions at a mean cylinder.
A form for the source distribtiion is assumed in reference 1
(and in the present repoti) and the undetermined parameters are
then selected,in SUCIVa way that boundarj conditions m% satisfied
with adequate accuracy. The form assumed in reference 1 is trape-
zoidal; that is, has a step-wise constant slope. The number of
.
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steps and their spacing is determined by the accuracy desired$ and
the slope of the distribution function between stations is deter-
mined by the shape of the body to be represented.
In selecting a form of solution wherein only certain param-
eters are available for variation, it is desirable to anticipate,
insofar as Tossible, the fectmres of the “exact” solution. On
this basis, the trapezoidal distribution appears to have a certain
disadvantage: namely, when approaching the intersections of the
body’surface with the Mach cones emanating frm the points on the
axis where the source~istribution sloye is discontinuous, the
streamline curvature tends toward infinity, whereas the streamline
slope remains finite and continuous and, in fact, vanishes at the
leading Mach wave. Verification of this statement is subsequently
provided. This singular behavior of the streamline chosen to”
represent the bdy”means that a large number of stations is
required in regions of rapidly varying body slope, for example,
near the lip of an open-nosed body. In particular, adequate evalu-
ation of the local effect of discontinuous body slopesrequired a
relatively debse local concentration of integration s~ations. An
analysis of the linearized supersonic fl~over the forward.part
of such bcdies was made at the NACA Lewis’laboratory and,is-pre-
sented herein.
A family of solutions is developed for axially symmetric open-
nosed bodies at zero yaw, which may be combined to provide either
smooth or polygonal streamlines, as desired, and whose paramters
can convenientlybe selected in order best to represent the forward
part of.a given body. In particular, solutions are sought that can
be smoothly matched to the bdy in the same manner as a Polynomial
could be. The supersonic nature of the flow allows the superposition
of smooth solutions in such a way as to provide streamline corners.
In brief, bodies encountered in practice will be smooth
between and.approaching corners. Solutions whose streamlines
exhibit regular behavior near a leading Mach wave, but which may
have corners precisely at the Mach wave, could therefore be matched
to the fomsrd portion of a given body with a minimum of ‘forci~”
and hence a minimum of computational labor.
Use is made in this analysis of Stokest stream function because
“ solutions in terms of a stream function can readily be solved for
streamlines,which may directly be compared with the given boiy
contour. The stream function for linearized axially symmetric
supersonic flow was used by Ferrari (reference 4), who developed
r the dtt’ferentialequation and solvd it for pointed bmiies &
Y
.
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revolution by a Fourier integral methcd. In the analysis that
follows, the use of the linearized stremn function is discussed in
scmewhat more detail than app&w in reference 4. In the interest ‘
of continuity, certain of Ferrari’s resulti are rederived. The
stream function is, of course, not essential to the analysis;
equivalent results
potential.
The following
pressure
complete
could be obtained by using the velocity
0
SYMBcm3
spitIolEI are tIBt31in this report:
P-P;
coefficient,
~
; Pau=
elliptic integral of second kind
local strength of supersonic source distribution
dimensionlessfunctions correspondingto V,
‘T> +
Y~, respectively
f low function
,“
camplete elliptic integral of first kind
constant“
Mach timber
nuuiberof terms
static ~essure
flow function .
*
in terminated series
radial coordinate
radial coordinate
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radial coordinate with which given streamline enters
—
leading Mach cone
dimensionless radial coordinate
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flow function
dimensionless axial coordinate
axial perturbation velocity
total axial-velocity component
velocity of free streem
,
radial perturbation velocity
total radial-velocity component
axial coordinatemeasured in direction of axis of s.m-
metry, origin at apex
variable of integration
initial bmly slope
cotangent of Mach angle
ratio of specific heats
small quantity depending
bcdy fineness parameter,
.
of leading Mach cone
of free stream,
‘F :-1
on b@y shaye, w-R
sB-l
ratio of s to t
angle between bow shockwave and axis of symmetry; %’
refers to dimmisionl.esscoordinates
measure of distance from lip, x-~rB
measure of distance from lip, l-~
.
variable of
density
argument of
variable of
integration
certain elliptic integrals
integration
—
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variable of intefzyation
perturbation stream function
Stokest streem function for supersonic exially symmetric
flow
free-stream vahm of stream function
Subscripts: 1
0
Ce
B
i’
The Trime
stagnation value
free-stresm value
value on 3*
index identifying point on bcdy
denotes ozxiinarydtiferqntiatian.
ANAIXSIS
Stokes’ Stresm Function for Line~zed
SuPrs onic Axially Symmetric Flow
Stokes’ stresm function may be defined in the following manner
(reference 5, par. 94):
(1)
thus identically satisfying the exact equation of continuity
(restrict~ to steady flow in this compressible case), which may
be written
.
———
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By comparison with the treatment of the incompressible case in
reference 5, it is clear that; here also, dl?T is an exact dfi-
ferential and represents the mase flux across a line element.
Thus, a surface in space on which VT is constant is a stream sur-
face of the flow.
In accordance with the assumptions of linearized theory,
) (2)
where U,V<C ~, ~a Y<<w@. The introduction of these assump-
tions into the isentropic gas law
and.the energy equation, written in the form
P Po
-=— -
~ (ul_f2+vT2)
P PO
yields the approximate relation
(3)
Substituting equations (2) -(3)
letting terms of like onier-yields
into definitions (1) and col-
Wm= ~2 %r2 (4)
(5)
1 av-v.———
r ax
(6)
.
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Differential equation and boundary conditions. - Substitution
of equations (5) and (6) into the irrotationallty condition ,
au h
Z-z=o
gives the following differential equation:
@5-
ax2
The flow over a given slender
.( )~law=o‘&rtk (7)
obstacle is obtained by solving dif-
ferential equation (7), subject to the following bounda?.’yconditions:
1. As in the case of the-velocity potential, either a bound-
ary condition at the bow Mach wav% must be introduced or disturb-
ances must be required to propagate only within downstream Mach
cones, which is accomplished by use of the “supersonic source.”.
In order that streamlines be eve~here continuous, the perturbat-
ion stream ftmction W must be continuous across the leading
Mach wave (and hence must vanish sa this Mach wave is approached
from downstream). This fact is obvious when equations (5) and (6)
are considered to be integrated for W, the path of integration
crossing the Mach cone.
2. On the b&y the bo~q co~ition iS that ~T = ~ ~ R2, ,
where R is the radial distance of the leading edge from the axis
of symmetry. Then,
()v“ X,%(X) =
where rB(x) defines the body.
These boundary conditions, together with equation (7), wo-
vide a boundary-v&e problem &f the fha% kind.
Streem function for su~emonfc source. - The function
.
‘.
F-x/ x -~?r2 satisfies clifferential equation (7). This function
is the stream function for the well-known supersonic source. A
distribution of such sources along the x-axis yields
.
——
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(
1
x-~r
=- f’(~)
0 ‘,
f(o) = o
Substitution of equation (9)
vides expressions for Uanav
I/- (i
(9)
into equations (5) and (6) pro-
identical to those provided by-
the distribution of source potentials (reference 2). Substitution
~of equation (9) into the boundary condition given by equation (8)
provides an integral equation for f(x). If a slender pointed
body is tier consideration,this integral equation (in which R
is iet equal to zero) may
ad then, provided ~(x)
yield the relation
f(x) = ;
be dffferent~ated with respect to x
m mnishhgly small, may be solvd to
J (lo)= o; (X-=o) ~
where the origin of coordinates is placed at the nose of the body.
This relation was first used by vonK&m& (reference2).
Example: right circular cone, at zero yaw, semivertex
an~~ t~-1 O’*
- By use of the method of sources, equations (9)
. and (10) may be combined to yield the-stream function for this flow.
Alternatively, the solution may be obtained by direct integration
of the differential equation, as follows: The solution may be
written in the form V= r2h(~)j where the origin is taken at the
nose and ~= $r/x. This form for W is chosen in otier to insure
that the flow will be “conical.” Substitution in equation (7)
yields an ordinary dfiferential equation for h(~). This equation
may be solved to yield
.
. .
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where cl and C2 are constants of integration to be determined
from the boundary conditions. Inssmuch as the perturbation stream
function fit vanish on the bow wave (q . 1), C2 must be zero.
The boundary condition given by equation (8) provides that
Therefore
An identical result can’be obtained by use of the source-
distribution technique.
(11)
An interestingfeature of the solution is noted:
The exact formulation aP boundary conditions yields the value
of Cl given by equation (1.1). The axial perturbation velocity u
may be obtained from the stream function as follows:
The correspondingpotential poblem may be solved in a similar
manner. in which case the use of exact boundaryconditione pro-
vides that
u=-
.
——
—
,,
.
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Although the foregoing linearized results are identical, the exact
solutions dtifer, thus emphasizing the incorrectness, in general,
of using exact boundary conditions in the small-perturbationtheory.
Use of stream function. - The use of the stream function has
the primary advantage of providing a ready means of computing
streamlines away from the baiy; for example, in tie design of a
tunnel-wall insert to eliminate wall “interference.Equations (2)
and (4), and the assumption that the stream function is continu-
ous across the leading Mach cone, may be used to yield the follow-
ing equation of a streamline:
or
1 2+W 1 2-ur2C4 = ~ ‘-rE
where the streamline
with which it enters
equation is obtained
Is identified by the radial coordinate rE
the Mach cone. For example, the following
for a streamline of the cone flow treated in
the weceding section:
If, in the course of calculations, it is necessary to find the
family of streamlines associated with flow over a slender axially
syuurietricbcdy at zero yaw, it would be simpler to formulate and
to solve the problem in terms of the,stream function.
A method of
should yield the
then be computed
linearized
streamline
by forward
characteristicsbased on equation (7)
family very quickly. Velocities could
differences.
Treatment of Open-Nosed Bodies of Revolution
An alternatim numerical technique for open-nosed bodies, based
on the use of the stream function produced by a source distribution,
is develoTed in the following analysis:
l
. . .—._—..—.—. . . .. . _.— ~ —— .-. .—. — _ . . . --———. -—— -—
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.
The family of source distributions that gives polynomial
streamline slopes nesr the lip of the bcd.yis sought. An illus-
trative open-nosed body is shown in figure 1. The definition
~
rB(x) -R + 8(X)
where ~<<Rj
is introduced into equation (8), yielding the approxhate relation
~(x,r~(x) ) = - UmRb(X) (12)
Xquating expressions (9) and (12) yields
(13)
Eqmtion (13) ~ be expressed in terms of the quantity V= x-$%,
which is taken to be very small (thus restricting consideration to
the vicinity aP the lip). The following ap~=imate dquation
results:
This is Abel’s integral equation, the solution of which is,
according to reference 6 (par. 11.8):
(14)
whence,
1/21. E 5(P)m “Pj then equation (14) provides that f(x) CIx .
3/2.2. If b(v)! U2, then f(x) mx
“3 5/23. m b(I.L)mp , then f(x) COX , and so forth.
“
.
,.
.
——– —
——— —.-
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A similar analysis will show that if f(x) a)
3/2
methcd of reference 1), then “5(w) cc~ l Thus,
INTRODUCTION, the open-nos~ body associated with
distribution-haa at
infinite curvature.
In view of the
for Y exe sought,
distribution on the
n equals 1, 2, 3,
the li~ (V = O) a vanishing
foregoing results, a
each solution (~)
axis of symmetry, of
l .*.
sequence
13
x (as in the
as stated in the
a linear source
slope ml an
of solutions
correfqondingto a source
tie ~om ~n-1/2
where $>
These solutions can be conibinedto represent a given baiy,
with the assurance that this representation of the b~dy will be
regular (that is, will have a Taylor expansion) near the lip.
The following Mmmsiohless quantities are defined:
(15)
13-J= q+g, where g = ~, and so forth (
umRG
By comparison of thepe definitione with
(7),
%=; s2+g
J
equations (4), (5), and
(16)
Using the usual linearized fomn for the pressure coefficient yields
(17)
Near the lip of an open-nosed body, the two-dimensional char-
acter of the flow insures the valfdity and the adequacy of equa-
tion (17). l’akdownstream of the lip, provided there are no
14 NACA TN 2116
further streamline corners, the flow will approach that for the
correspondingpointed-nose body of revolution. Higher order terms
appearing in Bernoulli’s equation would then le of sufficient onler
of megnitude for inclusion in the formula for pressure coefficient,
although a strict mathematical basis for their hclus ion would be
lackhlg. Because this report places emphasis on the forward por-
tion of the bcxiy,additional discussion of this quest<on would not
he pertinent.
In the notation & equation (15), a sequence of stream func-
tiOIIS gn are to be obtained, each member of the sequence to cor-
respond to a certain axial sourcedistribut ion function fn. Thus,
when definitions (15) are substituted into equation (9) and the
variable of integration is suitably redefined, the following
e~ssion (aside from a constant) is obtained: “
.
(18)
In accordance with the previous discussion, fn is chosen to
be
n-1/2 .
fn(t) = ~t “ (19)
where n is am integer, and kn is an undetermined con8t~t.
Substitution of-equation (19) into equation (18) and integration
according to the method set forth in appendix A provide the fol-
lowing results for ~ and, by superposition, a terminating series
of N terms for g: –
.
h=
$=
n+l/2
~t %(7)
N
T
k tn+l/2Hn(q)
n
1
(20)
By use of equation (17) ~2C
Pn
P2CP =
n
may be expressed in terms of ~:
‘-3/2Tn(q)
1
.
Qt
1.B2’,=’5%tn-3’2%(~)“1
*
(21)
.
0
—. ————
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.
{i-[Tn(TI) = - ; 1
l+v ~ (4+5TI)K-5qE+
1+11
T
~-1 + 112(Tn-2+Tn=3+l l l +Tl) +
H.J4(Hn-2+Hn-3+ .. . + , n>l
1
(23)
and
/>fl2
-1/2
dg (1-c? sin2Cp)
o
J
Yr/2
l/2
E(a) E
1
(24)
dq (l-& sin2~)
o
J
(The symbolE K and. E are oom@ete elliptic inte@?ab of the
first and seco~ kinds, respectively.) The ~(q) and Tn(~) are
tabulated in table I, for n . 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
The equation for determining the constants kn is developed
m follows: On the body, the boundary condition givenby equa-
tion (8) requires that
.
.
,
L
.—
-——. -.—-.— —.-. .———. _ —.—..
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g=; (l-sB 2,
Thus, equation (20) provides that
(25)
8B e 1+ c(t)
l/2 l/2
Because kl corresponds to f(t) m t and. ‘t is the
only distributi~ funoti& provid~ a nonvanishing streamline
slope at the lip, kl is determined‘solelyby the initial body
slope. Neer q = 1,
~ s 1 + U. Equation
I&m equation (24),
Thus ,
or
let q= 1 -v, where v<<l, ti~us
(25) then beccmws
cs -klHl (1 - V) (26)
\ pz/2
By use of the faot that t = 1 + u on the lxd.y,equation (26) w
be d@ferentiated to provide
w
.
—
—---
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.
2jk
kl=— 11 [1c’(t) t=l
. 2yz-
–—~’(1)
It
(27)
The remainbg values & ~ are comptied as follows:
1. Equaticm (25) is formulated at N-1 @.nts on the body
(exclusive of the lip, because all the Hn vanish for q = 1).
2. The resulting set of N-1 linear algebraic equations is
solved for k2, k3, . . . y kN.
.
When the constant ~ has been determined, P2CP” is computed
directly from equation (21). A more detailed outline of numerical
procedure will be subsequently presented.
Linearized treatment of attached bow shock. - The first
approximation to the strength of the bow shock for an open-nosed
bdy may easily be obtained from gl because, in the linear the-
ory,’characteristicsof the same family never intersect, thus pro-
viding that the shock strength is a function only of the initial
body E1OPS. Defining the shock strength as A(~ZCp) across the
shook yields
where q approaches 1 from below.
From equations (23) and (24),
J
K/2
lim T1(q)=@ ~ d~=~
11+1 “@
,,
and applying equation (27),
.,
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or
-1/2
()
rE
A(CP) = %(~R) ~
B
(28)
Equation (28) gives the linearized rule for the attenuation of the
shock strength with increasing distance from the exis of synunetxg.
(Note that when r@ = 1, equation (28) gives the two-dimensional
result.)
In view of the foregoihg result, it should be ~ssible to pro-
~ose a formula for the shape of the bow wave. .8uch Q formula
should, of course, be checked against a solution by the method of
characteristics in order to establish its value. At ftist it WOtdd
seem that a first-ofier determination of the shape of the bow shock
wave would.le in conflict with one of the basic results of the
first-order (linearized)theory, nemely, that all shock and expm-
sion waves appear to be located at Mach surfaces.
The exact oblique-shock-waverelations W, however, be used
to show that a first-order flow deflection through a shock wave is
associated with a first-order variation of shock ~sition frcm that
of the Mach surface. Hence, if formulas are available’for the flow
deflection and the pressure rise across the shock, both Pre$umed
accurate to first order, and if they are consistent (to the first
ofier) with the requirements aP the oblique-shock relations, these
pressure &d deflection functions may be used to detemine, to the
ftrst order, the od.y remaining quantity involved in tie shwk
relations, kmely, &e shock &c&ati&.&
1. In order to show that the pressure-rise
formnlae stand in the proper relation, eq~tion
moaifiea to
aml flow-deflection
(28) is first
(29)
Equation (16) w be written as follows when equations (20) and.
(27) and a definition of SE as the radial coordinate of the
streamline enterhg the Mach surface =e used:
.
.
—-
—
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L12=1222 3/2
;% ;S + ~ k’(l)t HI (q)
(Note that inasmuch as this is the equation of a streamline. s is
to be considered a function of t.) -
The derivative of the
V = 1 to protide the flow
lowing result is obtained:
preceding equation
deflection through
.
nky be evaluated at
the shook. The fol-
>
/
or
.
.
()as— -1/2= d(l)sE
ptjv=l
-1/2
() J
‘E
F ‘-()&axq=~= 8*(~R)
This result wae previously obtaineU in
entirely clifferent approach was used.
(30) yields
(30)
13qmtion (31) must now be shown to be
reference 3, wherein an
Adding equatione (29) and
(31)
co&iste& with the
oblique-shockrelations. The angle between the shock wave and the
axis of symmetry, in the original. (xjr) cootiinates, is defined
to be e. This deftition may be introduced Into equatfon 4.22
of reference 7, which then w be written as
-.-..——_
—— - .—. .=— ________ . _
———..—— ._.
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which clearly reduces to the first-order relation given in equa-
tion (31).
2. The shock-wave inclinationmay now be determined.. 13qua-
tion 4.29 of reference 7 may be written as\
y-l
1 + # M@2A(~) = ~ Mm2 sin2 e - —7+1
or
From equation (28),
and thus, because A(CP) is a small quantity,
or
(32)
If ~ is defined at the shock inclination (fig. 1) in the coordi-
nates introdticedin equations (1.5),equation (32) becomes
taneJ)=l
Ii@uition(33) is exact”
The error at the lip of the
(33)
at an infinite &stance from the ‘body.
body should indicate the ma@tude cd?
.
.
error at finite distances frcnn the s-ace. For a free-atreem Mach , .
.
——-——
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.
number of 1.50 in air (7 = 1.4) and an initial body slo~e of
5 percent, the mad oblique-shook relations yield a value of
tan (3= 1 at the-liy; whereas equation (33) gives tan i3= 0.988.
These results are to be compared with a Maoh angle equal to
tan-l 0.894. At the lip, equation (33) is therefore in error by
about 1 percent in predicting the shock angle and by about 12 per-
cent in predicting the difference between shook and Maoh engles.
METHODFOR ZT?ESSURJ3CALCUUTION A19DEXAWLE
The fundions Tn d Hn, appearing in equations (21) and
(25), respectively, are tabulated in table I. The reciprocal
sequenoe of ~ provides approximately equal intervals of
?
(9)
for a blender bdy, thus making It unnecessary to perform in er-
polations. The following numerioal procedure is recommnaed:
1. Select the number (N-l) and looatton (vi) of the points
(exclusive of the lip) through whioh the streamlines will be
required to pass. Define these points by values of q for whioh
the functions in table I
2. Campute ~(?i)
%(@2, ~(?i) 1/2,
are given.
from the equation of the body and tabulate
. . . , %(@ N+l’2*
3. Compute kl from the initial slope of the bdy, using
equation (27).
4. Formulate equation (25) at the N-1 “matohing points,n
and solve the N-1 simultaneous equations for k2?.k3Y ”””&”
5. Use the ~ thus detemnined to compute @202 at any
desired location, using equation (21).
This prooedure hes been cmied out for a truncated cone of
slope c’(1) = 0.0523, matching streamlines at ~ = 1/2, 1/3,
@ 1/4, and at ~ = 1/2 and 1/3. The results appear in figure 2.
Comparison is made with the result obtained by the method of refer- .
ence 1 for a truncated cone of the same slope, using approximately
eight integration points in the range of t shown (reference 8).
An additional ourve shown in figure 2 was obtained by applying the
bound~ condition onstreemltie slope at q = 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4
orlthe body, and computing ~, as wes previously done. Appen-
dix B contains the pertinent analysis and procedure, whioh gives
rise to the function ~(q) plotted in table 1.
.
.._. —____ —— _____ ____ ___ ._—.—.._—. ____ ____ -...—— _
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.
In ader to determine the aocuraoy attained by using a certain
set of matching points, equation (25) w easily be inverted @i
solved for C at intermediate points. These values of c should,
of murse, fall on the surfaoe of the given bcdy, with an error of
the otier of C2. This inversion may be carried out with suf-
fioient accuraoy by assuming that ~(q) at the intermediate
points is given by the equation of the lxxiy.
As a guide to the selection of matching points, the fol.lowing
generalizations~e offered:
1. The farther downstream the computations are to be extended,
the denser must ye the mat6hing-point distribution. (In the
method of reference 1, the density of inte~tion stations must be
greatest near the 13pl )
sequently discussed.
2. Very few yoints
3. Pressure values
at points downstream of
DISCUSSION OF
This question of convergence. will be sub-
are needed new the lip.
cannot be computed with adequate aocuracy
the last matching ~oint.
MWHOD FOR FIESURE CALWIATION
.
The use of the half-power source distribution on the axis of
s-try provides a family of stream funotions that are esaily
related to the forward portion of a given body. The oomponent
stream functions of equation (25), huwever, become infinite at
y = O and, as computations are extended downstream, satisfactory
convergence is obtained with increeaing clifficulty; that is, the
matohing-~oint density must be greater. Near the lip of an op3n-
nosed lmdy, the ~esent method therefore converges rapidly; whereas
the methd of reference 1 converges slowly (the computations of
reference 1 aO not automatically provide the two-d~neional solu-
tion at the lip, but rather converge to that solution as more and
more integration stations are U.SM). Toward the aft portion of
the body, the reveme is true.
Good agreement between the method proposed herein and the
methcd of reference 1, on the forward portion of the body, is shown
in figure 2. Farther dounstreem, the result begins to diverge from
the pro~er one - for the reason previously mentioned. In order to
exbend the solution downstream, more matching points would have to
‘ be provided.
.
.
u“
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Of coqe, the stream function is not essential to the present
teohnique, nor is it the cause at’ the downstrea divergence of the
method. For the case computed, the curve in figure 2 obtained by
~tdhing StZ’etiirle810~E (U ti CUSt- in @SiS based OIi
the velooity Totential) diverges from the proper result farther
downstream than does the corres~ing curve obtained by matching
streamline looations.
CONCLUSIONS
Stokes’ streem function for supersonic linearized flow may be
used to advantage whenever it is deh?able to deal directly with
streamlines.
Use of half-power scnme distributions on the ads of a-try
gfves a femily of streem funotions having streamlines regular near
the lip of an oyen-nosed bdy of revolution. These stremnlines,
being regular, are easily matched to the forwami ~ortion d a given
body.
First-order relations have been obtained for the attenuation
of shock strength and flow deflection outwan3 along the shock and
for the correspondingshook-wave inclination. These results should
be ohecked against experhmnt or the methd of oharaoteristios
before being applied to praotical problems. It is felt that these
relations would probably confomn rather well to physical faot, pro-
vidd the entranoe S1O
r
is small. These relations contain an
error of the order of 5‘(~R)]2 at the lip of t@e body (where ?3
is a small quentity depending on the baiy shape, P is the cotan-
gent of the Maoh angle, and R is the radial coofiinate of the
lip of the bo(iy),and become exaot as the radial ooordlnate r
approaches infi~ty. It thus seems
the formulas for shock strength and
ofier over the’entire shook frent.
plausible that the error In
inclinationwopld be of second
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laborato~,
National Ad&ory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, December 5, 1949.
,/
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METHOD OF EVALUATING ~
Equation (18) may be written, after the substitution of~equa-
tion (19), as
% = -q $-*)JOp)%s’]1/2 Tn-3/2a.(fl)
Tho following ohange af veriable of integration is introduced:
This substitution yields
forms l From reference 6
lT1/2 ~()ym —-l-q t
elliptic int&raM3 in Legendre’s canonical
(P=. 22.72),
ir[ I-1/2dy (1.y2) (1-&2) u K(a)(JO (A2)
.
ro Y2U [(1-Y2)(1-&Y2j 1’2.=$ pm-m] (A’)
differentiating and integrating the expression
@
Y2n-1[(l-yZ)(1-62Y’]~
yields the following remrmion equation:
.
.
——— ..———
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(2ri-l)~y2n-2~i,-,2)(1~,l 1-”2+
J.zn+%[...iz=oz=o‘ _(2n-1)0 (A4) ‘ “
Equationa (A2), (A3),Kmd.”(A4)permit equation (Al) to be expressed
in terms of K(o) and E(a).
In computing velocities, use is found for the following equa-
tions (reference 6, par. 22.736):
.—— -....—— ..._ ...—- .— .
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APPENDIX B
BOUNDARY CONWI’ION ON STREAMLINE SLOPE
In the numerical method developxi for the determination of
pressure on an o~en-nosed body, a bo~~ oondition (equation (8))
on the stresm function has been applied. Alternatively, a bouniary
ctiition on streamline slope may be used as follows: The boundary
condition is
(*J+J=5,.,
vhich %ecomes, after definitions (5) and (6) are introduoea,
(Bl)
* to be expressed in termsEquations (15)j (17), and (21) enable
av
of Tn(q), and equation (20) provides a relation between am
at
and Hn(~). Thus, equation (Bl) becomes
where
Q-J?)=
.
Values of the function
(B2)
,
.
.
The method for pressure calculation using the boundary con-
dition on streamline slope is preolsely the same as that ~eviously
described, with the exception that equation (B2) has the role here-
tofore played by eqization(25).
,.
——
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TABIZ!I - FUNCTIONS USED FOR COMPUTING STREAMLINES AND PRESSURES
l/fl
1
1.25
1.5
2
:
5
6
7
8
9
LO
12
14
L6
l/T-J
1
1.25
1.5
E
4
5
!
8
9
10
L2
L4
k6
,1A
1
1.25
1.5
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
,0
.2
,4
.6
———
-HI
0
.20766
.32871
.46001
.56426
.60436
.62480
.63624
.64346
.64849
.65204
.65454
.65764
.65986
l 66114
T~
2.22171
2.41109
2.57167
2.83099
3.21120
3.48788
3.70498
3.88312
4.03528
4.16621
4.28338
4.38’734
4.56878
4.72204
4.85539
Q1
1.11086
1.35380
1.59683
2.08778
3.07436
4.06215
5.05650
6.04978
7.04457
8.04227
9,04050
10.03747
12.02788
14.02571
16.01909
—
-H2
o
.03054
.07922
.16453
.26112
.30799
.33451
.35063
.36132
.36888
.37437
l 37845
.38390
.38758
..39001
T2
o
.73505
1.32770
2.22958
3.48473
4.37032
5.04664
5.59980
6.06782
6.46680
6.82305
7.13981
7.69240
8.15524
8.55928
Q2
.0
.38946
.73965
1.38005
2.53920
3.62619
4.68604
5.72611
6.75652
7.78178
8.80238
9.81824
11.83750
13.85656
15.86788
-H3
o
.00475
.02042
.06697
.13912
.18195
.20873
.22603
.23797
.24667
.25311
.25801
.26475
.26935
.27246
T3
o
.18679
.56925
1.41591
.2.98658
4.26209
5.28699
6.15194
6.89588
7.53546
8.11157
8.62701
9.53250
10.29267
10.95993
Q3
o
.C9550
.29696
.82277
1.95852
“3.08006
4.18148
5.25930
6.32284
7.3’7773
8.42361
9.46170
11.51667
13.56575
15.60026
-H4
o
.00032
.00392
.02903
l 07914
l 11505
.13987
.15679
.16893
.17802
.18487
l 19019
l 19770
.20286
.20642
T4
o
.04786
.24245
.83058
2.35334
3.81094
5.06011
6.15842
7.12501
7.96738
8.73563
9.42871
10.65814
11.69685
12.61379
Q4
o
.02094
.10728
.46892
1.46061
2.54727
3.65309
4.74654
5.83024
6.90668
7.97255
9.02999
L1.11987
L3.19793
L5.25642
-H5
-o
-.0008C
-.00194
-.0131E
-.04681
-.0756C
-.09762
-.11344
-.1251S
-.1342C
-.14121
-.1466S
-.1546C
-.16011
-.1640C
T5
o
.01895
.12785
.46526
1.7’i’371
3.26231
4.6272~
5.8837~
7.01890
8.02372
8.95364
9.80062
11.32064
12.61471
13.76563
Q5
o
.00208
.02661
-.02866
-.47675
-1.25541
-2.22210
-3.25320
-4.31846
-5.40596
-6.49248
-2’.57792
-9.73193
,11.87794
,14.00182
.
‘.
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Shock wave _
.
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s
cone
\
4
$ J’
e t
\ Axis of symmetry
\ \
Figure 1. - Illustrative open-nosed body.
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11 #Two-dimensional solution.—— _ _ I I I I
Present mettidj
streamlines matched
11
to body at ‘q= ~, ~
esent method;
Present method; -Method of
streamline slopes \ reference 1
111
matched at q = ~, ~, ~ +.-
-..
\
Cone solution-
2 “3 . 4- 5
.
6 7
t = x/~R
Figure 2. - Pressure on a truncated cone. El(l), 0.0523.
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